Computing and engineering students’ perceptions of entrepreneurship education in a Jamaican university
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Abstract—Entrepreneurship fosters growth and competitiveness in a country’s economy. University students, especially those in the technical fields, have the potential to found high growth technological-based innovative ventures. This paper looks at student perceptions of entrepreneurship education among undergraduate computing and engineering students at the University of Technology, Jamaica as a first step in fostering entrepreneurial intentions. Students appear to have limited exposure to entrepreneurial education which can affect their entrepreneurial intentions and reduce their inclination to start a business. Implications are that deliberate formal and informal curriculum activities should be instituted to promote innovation and entrepreneurship among computing and engineering students so that their technical education can lead to greater participation in entrepreneurial programs and activities. The significance is that increased participation among this group can result in technologically based businesses which can address the human capital gap in the Latin American and Caribbean region.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is widely accepted that entrepreneurship drives and fosters economic growth and development [1]. Through the discovery and exploitation of opportunities within existing or by creating new organizations [2], entrepreneurs contribute to a country’s competitiveness by facilitating or creating new jobs and engaging in the development of innovative products and services. It is therefore crucial to prepare and develop the human capital necessary to create the transformations that will lead to new markets, products, firms and technologies [3]. In a recent report on the Latin American and Caribbean (LAC) region [1], it was found that despite the existence of many entrepreneurs, firms in the region suffer from low levels of innovation with the human capital gap - particularly a lack of scientists and engineers - highlighted as one of the fundamental contributing factors to this problem.

Universities have an important role to play in providing the infrastructure and skill sets for developing entrepreneurship [4]. This responsibility should take on greater significance for technical students who are expected to innovate, bring to market new technologies and create high growth ventures which can stimulate economic growth [5], [6]. [3] highlights the disparity between universities in developed countries which teach and invest in engineering entrepreneurship and other tenets of technological progress compared to those in the LAC region. The author suggests that through fostering entrepreneurship, creativity and other skills, engineers have the potential to develop new technology which is key for economic growth and innovation. Re-examining the curriculum of LAC countries to promote and expand scientific and engineering training at the secondary and tertiary levels [1] and incorporating design, innovation and entrepreneurship in the curriculum of future engineers [3] may help to alleviate the gap. Creativity and innovativeness, attributes necessary for the entrepreneurial process, can also be found within the computing industry, given its dynamic nature; hence infusing entrepreneurship education in the computing curriculum can also lead to computing students starting innovative, technological ventures [7].

Though a number of studies on entrepreneurial intentions exists, the literature has been limited in developing countries [8] and even more so within the Caribbean region. In responding to this gap in literature as well as the human capital gap in the region [1], this study focuses on the role of entrepreneurial education in fostering the entrepreneurial intentions of computing and engineering students of UTech, Jamaica. It should be noted that the university has a School of Entrepreneurship, Ethics and Leadership, however, the focus of this work is on the computing and engineering students who, as earlier mentioned, are expected to engage in high growth ventures.

Given the potential role entrepreneurship can play in contributing to the well-needed economic development of the region, the findings of this study are of significance to university administrators of computing and engineering programmes. Examining the entrepreneurial intentions of university students may help in understanding the factors that lead to, or have the potential to lead to, their entrepreneurial behavior. This study can also serve as evidence-based research to assist in academic policy decision-making regarding entrepreneurial education for university students.

Whereas the overall study examined various factors influencing entrepreneurial intentions among computing and engineering students at the University of Technology, Jamaica, the primary purpose of this paper is to examine student perceptions of entrepreneurship education as a single factor and whether it motivates them towards entrepreneurial intentions to start a business.

The ensuing sections will examine the general literature on entrepreneurial intentions and the role of entrepreneurship education. The methodology undertaken for this research will
entrepreneurial intentions can be defined as the state of mind of entrepreneurs which direct their attention toward founding a business [9]. Studying entrepreneurial intentions provides insights into factors that influence why individuals consider starting a business rather than evaluating the characteristics of existing entrepreneurs which can help to determine policy measures that can stimulate entrepreneurship [10]. [1] suggests that there is limited overlap between the human capital for entrepreneurship and innovation with general curricula, and considers it worthy to examine scientific and engineering training in the LAC region. Examining the entrepreneurial intentions of university students in the LAC region within these fields could serve to stimulate regional policy to boost the capacity for innovation and entrepreneurship.

Studies of entrepreneurial intentions are rooted in the theory of planned behaviour [11] which reasons that attitudes towards behaviours such as entrepreneurship actions, subjective norms or perceived social pressure which may cause one to carry out or not carry out the behaviour, and perceived behavioural control or how easy or difficult it is to perform the behaviour based on past or anticipated experiences, can predict intentions. The theory also finds that intentions and perceived behavioural control (self-efficacy) predict behaviour [11]. A study by [12] concluded that Ajzen’s three factors of entrepreneurial intentions, attitudes, perceived social value and perceived self-efficacy explained and influenced entrepreneurial behaviour in Latin America, however there was a negative relationship between the perception of social value and entrepreneurial intention.

Planned behaviour, such as entrepreneurship, is often examined through intentions models which look at the antecedents of intention which help to explain and predict entrepreneurial activity [13]. The emergent model by [14] posits perceived desirability and perceived feasibility as factors leading to intention to starting a business, along with an individual’s propensity to act and a precipitating event (displacement) which propels actions leading to the creation of a venture.

Several factors have emerged in the literature as determinants of entrepreneurial intentions. Our focus here is on entrepreneurship education which various authors concur contributes positively to entrepreneurial intention [4], [15], [16]. Caribbean educators are encouraged to focus on helping students to perceive entrepreneurship as desirable and feasible through entrepreneurs sharing their experiences in the classroom, facilitating internship opportunities for students and helping students to see themselves as competent in overcoming the challenges associated with starting a business [17]. This is supported by [16] who encourage universities to intensify entrepreneurship programmes and improve the image of entrepreneurship as a career option. The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) Jamaica report of 2016/7 recommends that an entrepreneurship culture should be promoted among secondary level students to stimulate their interest in entrepreneurship and that universities should develop short courses to provide individuals with formal training in entrepreneurship.

Various approaches have been used to integrate entrepreneurship into the curriculum for technical students, including specialized courses, for example, Technology Entrepreneurship for Engineers and Computer Scientists [18]; concentration and optional programs in leadership and innovation spanning a number of courses [7]; seminars and presentations on entrepreneurial experiences [7]. Recommendations to foster entrepreneurship among engineering university students include start-up exhibitions of successful entrepreneurs as role models, workshops on idea generation and business plan creation, and inter-university business plan competitions [4], and the inclusion of more female entrepreneurs as role models [8]. [19] found a deterioration in Greek university students’ entrepreneurial intentions and aspirations during their four-year studies and that faculty perspectives do not encourage the promotion of entrepreneurial mindsets among students. The author however highlighted the Greek economic context which may have impacted on the perceptions of faculty. It has been suggested by [20] that while entrepreneurship programmes may increase the likelihood of success, inspiration from instructors can encourage higher entrepreneurial intention. [15] also recommends the employment of specific teaching strategies to enhance entrepreneurial intention.

Several factors have emerged in the literature as determinants of entrepreneurial intentions. However, our focus at this time is on entrepreneurship education and the influence it has on computing and engineering students’ participation in activities which can lead to entrepreneurship. We have taken entrepreneurship education in its broadest context to include formal and informal courses, activities and programs geared towards stimulating entrepreneurship.

III. METHODOLOGY

A quantitative survey approach was adopted to examine, among other factors, entrepreneurship education as a factor influencing the entrepreneurial intentions of computing and engineering students at the University of Technology, Jamaica (UTech). Participants included upper level students (from 3rd year up) from the School of Computing and Information Technology (SCIT) and the School of Engineering (SOE) at the University of Technology, Jamaica. Both Schools comprise
the Faculty of Engineering and Computing. Some questions in the instrument were adapted and slightly modified from various sources [21], [22], [23]. The questionnaire included demographics as well as Likert-type statements related to entrepreneurial factors ranging from 1-Strongly Agree to 5-Strongly Disagree.

Prior to distributing the questionnaires, a pilot test was conducted with 10 students from the target population to assess questionnaire clarity and length. To distribute the questionnaires, hyperlinks were provided to the online questionnaire via existing online communication groups (SCIT and Engineering). Intercept surveys [25] were also conducted by the researchers who strolled around campus with the questionnaire on a mobile device. By asking students questions such as “Are you in SCIT or Engineering?” and “What year are you in?” the researchers were able to quickly identify suitable participants. Data was collected over a two-week period at the end of which 250 survey responses were completed.

Descriptive statistics have been used to analyze the data relating to entrepreneurship education and student participation in entrepreneurial activities. The results have been presented in the form of tables, graphs and charts. The results are discussed below.

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Demographic analysis of students (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) reveal that 56% belong to the School of Computing and Information Technology with the remaining 44% belonging to the School of Engineering. The majority of the sample overall are male and most students (n=182) are in the 18-24 years category with the next largest age group in the 25-29 years category (n=61). The majority of the students surveyed were in the fourth year of their programme. It is important to note that Bachelor’s students in their fifth year and above are those who are either studying part-time, had previously taken some time off from their studies or whose normal academic progression have otherwise been delayed.

Table 1 shows that approximately 14% of the students included in the sample have never been taught entrepreneurship in any of their modules or seminars, however for the remaining 86% (n=216), most students have been taught an entrepreneurship course within their fourth year (n=103). An Entrepreneurship course is required for all students, however the year in which the course is scheduled varies among the programmes in SCIT or SOE.

Students were also asked to indicate, if they were interested in starting a business, the extent to which the business would utilize aspects of their course of study (1- No Extent, 2 - Low Extent, 3 - Moderate Extent, 4 - Great Extent, 5 - Not Applicable). A mean score of 3.56 (median = 4) was recorded based on their responses, indicating that students consider some information from their course useful should they start a business.

When asked to examine their involvement in the student-based entrepreneurship club and the business model competition hosted on the university campus, it was revealed that only 6% of students attended the club and approximately 15% participated in a business model competition session. These results indicate that outside of the formal course on entrepreneurship, computing and engineering students do not appear to be gaining additional information on becoming entrepreneurs through these informal activities.

Responding to statements such as whether they perceived that the entrepreneurship education received at UTech

---

**Table 1**

**DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS WHO HAVE BEEN TAUGHT AN ENTREPRENEURSHIP COURSE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TaughtEntrepreneurship</th>
<th>School</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Fifth year and above</th>
<th>Fourth year</th>
<th>Third year</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>SCIT</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>SCIT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

computes their professional background and that they have
gained sufficient knowledge to allow them to start a business [24], computing and engineering students appeared to be
mostly neutral or in some instances, disagreed with the
statements (for e.g. that entrepreneurship education is effective
at UTech). Given that these students typically only pursue one
formal course on Entrepreneurship and do not appear to
participate in the few clubs or informal activities which
promote entrepreneurship, this is not surprising. Students also
appear to disagree that they are actively encouraged or
prepared to start an entrepreneurial career. Given the literature
earlier discussed in which various authors consider
entrepreneurship education as a positive contribution to
trepreneurial intentions [4], [15], [16], these results indicate
that limited exposure to entrepreneurship education could by
the same argument have a negative contribution on students’
inclination to start a business.

Computing and engineering students’ responses on the
effectiveness of entrepreneurship at UTech (Fig. 3) reveal that
only 39% in total (SCIT=56, SOE=41, n=97) either agree or
strongly agree that entrepreneurship education is effective at
UTech whereas the remaining 61% are either neutral or
disagree that the education is effective. More SCIT students
than SOE students either disagree (n=37) or agree (n=33) with
this statement.

![Fig. 3 Responses on the effectiveness of entrepreneurship at UTech](image)

Similar mostly neutral results (M=3.43) were obtained for
students' motivation to start businesses based on their
participation in business plan or internship programs [22].
When asked whether entrepreneurship courses prepared
persons well for an entrepreneurial career (Fig 4), over 80% of
computing and engineering students were either neutral or
disagree with the statement. It may be perceived that were it
not for the students’ field of study, these results would be
significantly different, for example, students pursuing business
or entrepreneurship programmes would perhaps be more
motivated and would have encountered far many more courses
that could be considered as leading to their inclinations to start
businesses. The premise of this article, however, is that if
computing and engineering students are to significantly
transform the economy through high-growth businesses, more
will need to be done to educate the students according to
encourage their entrepreneurial intentions. One also needs to
consider that there could be other factors such as self-
motivation, personality and willingness to take risks that could
be present in these students hence they could still engage in
start-up ventures. However, as the GEM Jamaica (2016/7)
report and other researchers have suggested, a deliberate effort
should be made to provide adequate formal training in
entrepreneurship so that the university, in particular the
Faculty of Engineering and Computing, can play its role in
encouraging computing and engineering students’ inclination
to start businesses.

The question arises as to how much formal entrepreneurial
training can be effectively integrated within existing
computing and engineering curricula. In [7], the models of
entrepreneurship within the computer science and computer
engineering curricula includes a breadth approach where
students are exposed to entrepreneurship to increase their
awareness and opportunity identification, as well as a depth
approach for aspiring entrepreneurs to provide greater
coverage of business and finance components. It can be argued
that the existing Entrepreneurship course delivered to the
computing and engineering students serves as the main vehicle
for providing awareness to students within SCIT and SOE,
however more formal training is necessary to those students
who may actively want to pursue entrepreneurship. Given the
implications of merely expanding the number of credits in the
curriculum, one recommendation is for the design of at least
one additional elective course within the Schools which moves
the student from the ideation stage to that of implementation
within a high impact environment. The practical nature of such
a course should be such that the student can actually register
the business upon completion of the course. Alternatively, the
capstone project that students engage in within their final year
could be modified to reflect similar outcomes.

![Fig. 4 Responses on whether entrepreneurship courses prepared persons
can role for an entrepreneurial career](image)
A report by the European Commission [26] recommends building effective entrepreneurship education with emphasis placed on active learning methods such as case studies and team activities to foster entrepreneurship in higher education. It may be that in the case of UTech, there are several courses which offer several assignments or activities which focus on case studies or team-building but overall it appears there is little integration of entrepreneurship throughout the curriculum of the technical students or students do not perceive these activities in this way. Distinctively specifying entrepreneurial activities may help to improve the perception among students on how the curriculum addresses entrepreneurship.

The report by [26] also recommends having experienced effective educators, commitment from university management, and creating linkages with industry professionals. As earlier mentioned, inspiration from instructors can encourage higher entrepreneurial intention [20]. It may be that individual faculty members encourage students towards entrepreneurship; however, a more structured approach would lead to greater outcomes for entrepreneurial careers. Initiatives such as having faculty members partner with industry for academic internships can also serve to give faculty industry insights that can be passed on to students. Concerted efforts should also be made to infuse entrepreneurship as a solid theme throughout the curriculum instead. Strategies could be designed [15] to have industry guest seminars or to actively use methods suggested by [26] to enhance entrepreneurial intention. Intra-faculty competitions could be designed to stimulate interest among the computing and engineering students.

Many technologically based university-related businesses have been founded by graduates and faculty with high percentages of employment and annual sales [16]. An additional recommendation is for special clubs to be created to help foster the entrepreneurship skills of computing and engineering students by helping to spark locally needed environments similar to Silicon Valley which would stimulate economic growth. [8] supports the strengthening of entrepreneurship education for undergraduate technological majors and recommends a focus on technology entrepreneurship as a targeted activity for this group. Implementing new curriculum courses and activities directly related to technology entrepreneurship would benefit the students. Formal courses in technology entrepreneurship [18] are also recommended, especially for those who are serious about entrepreneurship.

Further investigation into the work will allow us to explore the factors leading to entrepreneurial inclinations among students and to examine their significance in light of prevailing literature. This paper shows that there is a relationship between entrepreneurship education and intentions to start a business, albeit revealing that limited entrepreneurship education may lead to reduce students’ inclination to want to start a business. The implications of this study are that deliberate formal and informal curriculum activities should be instituted to promote innovation and entrepreneurship among computing and engineering students so that their technical education can result in technologically based businesses to address the human capital gap in the Latin American and Caribbean region [1].

We, however, conclude our discussion in this section on a note of caution. The study in [27] concluded that the entrepreneurship track established at tertiary education institutions in Tunisia to foster a culture of entrepreneurship and increase employment outcomes did not have sustained impact in the medium-term, as business ideas and projects, despite significant results being shown in the short-term, were later abandoned. As the authors imply, other factors beyond entrepreneurship education, such as coaching and access to financing, need to be considered to have successful outcomes in the fostering of entrepreneurship.

The GEM Jamaica 2016/7 report highlights financial support, government policies, commercial and service infrastructure and physical infrastructure as areas of concern for entrepreneurial activities to improve. The report also highlights that not many initiatives exist to support high-growth firms. Thus, despite the relationship that exists between entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurial intentions, the entrepreneurial-minded computing or engineering graduate may be demotivated from pursuing business if conditions such as these are unfavourable. As [27] suggests, consideration should be given to providing a supportive environment if long-term success is to be achieved. Notwithstanding, entrepreneurship education is necessary to strengthen future entrepreneurs who participate in the building of the economy and sustaining of our society [28] hence its importance should not be diminished, but enhanced through a broadened understanding of the conditions for entrepreneurial success.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The main objective of this article was to examine engineering and computing undergraduate students’ perceptions of entrepreneurship education at the University of Technology, Jamaica, and whether it motivates them towards entrepreneurial intentions to start a business. The data was collected via a survey and the results analyzed using mainly descriptive statistics. Our results show that there is a general feeling among the students that the entrepreneurship education being delivered is insufficient to stimulate their entrepreneurial intentions. While motivations to start a business may exist in the students in other ways, more needs to be done to improve the level of education offered to promote entrepreneurship as a career path for students.

The limitations of this study are as follows. We only surveyed the computing and engineering students who are from one faculty in the university thus our findings therefore cannot be generalized to students from other fields of study. The findings, however, serve as a signal to the faculty leadership that the level of entrepreneurship educational

activities, both formal and informal, need to be increased to stimulate the human capital contribution that our technical students can make to the economy. We have also examined only one factor influencing entrepreneurial intentions and have at this time, only used descriptive statistics to analyze the data. Other factors such as attitude, personality traits and social value could be investigated to examine their influence on entrepreneurial intentions, with inferential statistics used to further investigate relationships among the data.

Further research could examine whether the intentions among computing and engineering students exist at other higher education institutions within the country to provide a broader perspective on external policies and initiatives that could help to fund or stimulate students who are expected to engage in high growth businesses to stimulate economic activity in the country and region. Future studies are also recommended to examine the relationship between entrepreneurial intentions and actual behaviour so as to understand how to effectively close the human capital gap in the Latin American and Caribbean region.
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